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Need Help With Your Business
Plan?

As a business plan writing
consultant, Fay will help you
refine your ideas and strategies, and mold them into a
viable business. Her hands-on
experience founding, funding,
and scaling ventures will
challenge your assumptions,
fill gaps in your thinking,
provide research and analysis,
and help formulate business
models, tactics, and
strategies.

“Think of me as your co-pilot
for the duration of our project.

I understand your situation.
Let me guide you in the creation of your business plan and
essential tools for success.”
CEO Fay Glass.
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Will Your Company Survive the Next Man-Made or Natural Disaster?
Being Prepared Starts with YOU!

An essential component to any emergency preparedness plan is providing
comprehensive training and relevant exercise to staff on the various scenario-based
disasters that could affect your organization or business. The importance of training
cannot be overemphasized. FPEM is here to help. Join FPEM for this FREE webinar!
Will Your Company Survive the Next Man-Made or Natural Disaster?
Being Prepared Starts with YOU!
Next Training Date:
September 16, 2021 1:00pm—2:00pm
Register: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_SrZwbJH3RnSYk0eHjAH5
Interested in Training? Let FPEM customize a training for your business or organization. No two organizations
are alike, FPEM customizes scenarios that best suit your emergency management needs. When it comes to safety,
we are specialists in preforming upfront analysis and design to match your needs and keep you compliant with
Federal, State and local laws.
Focus Point Emergency Management Consulting Services
16155 Sierra Lakes Pkwy Ste #160-715, Fontana, CA 92336
Phone: (909) 493-7361 | Website: www.fpemconsultingservices.org
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Our Four-Step Process for Emergency Preparedness
Assessment, Emergency Planning, Training and Grant Writing
An essential component to any emergency preparedness plan is providing comprehensive training and relevant exercise to staff on the various scenario-based
disasters that could affect your organization or business. The importance of
training cannot be overemphasized. FPEM is here to help!
Interested in Training? Let FPEM customize a training for your business or organization. No two organizations are alike, FPEM customizes scenarios that best
suit your emergency management needs. When it comes to safety, we are specialists in preforming upfront analysis and design to match your needs and keep
you compliant with Federal, State and local laws.

FPEM are experts in training.
Sample a small part of a FPEM
training with this free webinar:
Will Your Company Survive the Next
Man-Made or Natural Disaster?
Being Prepared Starts with YOU!

Next Training Date:
September 16, 2021
1:00pm-2:00pm

To learn about a customized training for your organization or business, book a
free 30-minute phone consultation.

Community Partner Highlight—Debra Williams
Alone we can do so little, together we
can do so much. Helen Keller

-based organizations, small businesses,
and government. Beyond this critical
mission is a deeply passionate vision
embedded in scripture and faith. BuildFor Debra Williams CEO of Building
ing Resilient Communities envisions a
Resilient Communities and FPEM CEO
Fay Glass, their participatory leadership world where communities are filled with
hope, overcome adverse conditions, are
and relationship-based management
styles reflect the heart of good partner- prepared for disasters, and recover
from disruptive experiences.
ships. It is this good partnership that
serves as a foundation to their shared,
unique collaborative relationship preUnder Debra’s leadership BRC’s deep
paring communities for disaster. What
community impact goes beyond emermakes this partnership distinct is Debra gency preparedness education and
and Fay’s belief that a sense of faith,
training. BRC strives to mitigate systemsupport, education, and empowerment ic disparities in environment, racial bias,
is necessary to build healthy communi- and economic conditions by working
ties. And, without a sense of caring
with partners, such as FPEM, with
there is no sense of community.
shared interests to mitigate these systemic problems.
Meet Building Resilient Communities
Debra’s personal and professional power is derived from her deep seeded
Building Resilient Communities (BRC)
faith and dedication to helping build
advocates for and provides resources,
tools, and education to disadvantaged heathy communities and healthy famiand vulnerable communities to prepare lies. She believes BRC’s reason for exfor and overcome disasters. They equip istence is to fulfill our foundational
families and youth, community and faith scriptures by identifying systemic prob-

lems that cause communities to be disadvantaged and vulnerable in times of
disaster.
FPEM thanks Debra for her steadfast
commitment to educating and empowering all communities in emergency
preparedness. And FPEM expresses its
deep gratitude for this unique, collaborative partnership, and we look forward
to continuing to change this world by
building resilient communities together
one at a time.

Need Help With Your Business Plan?
As a business plan writing consultant, Fay will help you refine your ideas and strategies, and mold them into a viable
business. Her hands-on experience founding, funding, and scaling ventures will challenge your assumptions, fill gaps in
your thinking, provide research and analysis, and help formulate business models, tactics, and strategies.
“Think of me as your co-pilot for the duration of our project. I understand your situation. Let me guide you in the creation of your business plan and essential tools for success.” CEO Fay Glass.
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Importance of having children be prelikely to have a plan. Children make up
pared both at summer schools and home about 25 percent of the population of
the United States and are the future of
Disasters happen, and when they do,
our communities. While they face unique
children are among the most vulnerable.
vulnerabilities, they can also play an
In addition to ensuring businesses and
important role during emergencies. You
communities have strong emergency
play a powerful role in keeping your
plans, educating youth on preparedness
family safe!
in both home and school is critically
important.
Make Emergency Preparedness Fun for
Children
Summer is the perfect time to promote
emergency preparedness in a fun and
Here are some vital steps to take when
relevant way. Beyond school fire drills,
preparing your child:
learning about disasters and how to
1. Teach your kids about the different
respond can support children in gaining
natural disasters and how to react in
a sense of understanding and control so
each one. Add in safety-themed books
they are ready in a crisis to respond
to your reading time. Read an emergenboth quickly and safely.
cy or safety themed book and ask quesAccording to the Federal Emergency
tions about the characters’ safe choices
Management Agency, fewer than half of along the way. This allows children to
American families have an emergency
think through scenarios without making
plan. But families with home prepared- it about their own personal experiences.
ness resources are 75 percent more
2. Ensure your child knows how to call

911, identify themselves, identify their
location, reach emergency contacts, and
get to predetermined safe locations.
3. Create and practice your family emergency plan. Make it fun with a Disaster
Supply Relay Race! Gather piles of disaster supplies and have children race
down to pick something they might
need in a disaster. Mix in miscellaneous
items to have kids make a choice. Set
the timer and go!
Need help getting your family on the
right track? FPEM is here to help! Contact us today (909) 493-7361 office /
(909) 553-1290 cell.

Public Water Agencies Group (PWAG) LLC has partnered with Focus Point Emergency Management Consulting Services. PWAG along with 18 water agencies have
formed an emergency response consortium with the goal of coordinating emergency preparations. This consortium has spent the last two years preparing, equipping, and training to be able to respond to a variety of regional and local emergencies as well as to provide mutual assistance as needed.

Identifying the need to have experience personnel assist the consortium agencies during an emergency, PWAG turned to
Fay and her team. Adept in all facets of emergency preparedness and response the FPEM team eagerly accepted the challenge and is now ready to assist in all aspects of support as the Emergency Operations Center and Disaster Recovery Contractor.
FPEM team’s expertise is key as many of the consortium agencies have few employees and employees can retire or turn
over which precludes keeping small teams well-trained. If you are looking for assistance, look no further. FPEM is here to
help!

Focus Point Emergency Management
Consulting Services
Address: 16155 Sierra Lakes Pkwy
Ste #160-715, Fontana, CA 92336
Phone: (909) 493-7361
Website: www.fpemconsultingservices.org

Today’s preparation, tomorrow’s
success!

LET’S GET SOCIAL!
Be sure to LIKE the Focus Point Emergency Management Consulting
Services Facebook page for the latest news and updates, including
upcoming events and more! More ways to stay in the know - follow
FPEM on Instagram and Linked In!
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